
Subject
Information about the individual
profiled on this report.

Full Name
Mr John Smith

Date of Birth
01/10/1970

Home Telephone
01234 567 811

Searched Address

42 The Street
Example Town
Example
EX31 8MP

Property Address

27 Church Lane
Example Town
Example
EX2 5JP

The search address is the subject's current address that we matched this data to. The property address is

the address the subject plans to move into.

Residency Identity Alerts

=
Success

Residency
We have found 3 results that
prove the subject lives at the
specified residency.

Please note that credit agreements may

include credit cards, bank accounts,

mortgages, loans, telecoms, and utilities.

Factor Result

Are they present on the Electoral Roll?

Being on the Full Electoral Register, including the

Rolling Register, makes it easier to confirm the

subject's residency.

How many credit agreements were found?

Credit accounts attached to the subject at the

searched address are considered positive, regardless

of their outcome, as they confirm the residency.

Are they present on the BT telephone
database?

A check is made on the BT 118 500 Directory

(including the Ex Directory) to confirm the residency

based on the name and address provided.

Do they appear in the Registry Trust database?

This report searches Registry Trust database for

bankruptcies and CCJs. Any results found are

considered positive as they confirm the residency.

This report is used to assist with verifying an applicant's identity.

It does not offer any indication of the applicant's suitability to rent a property or their ability to pay the rent.

This report #20000007 was generated at 09:35 on 19/05/2021 for Test Letting Agents (#1374).

This report is an electronic identity check that helps you comply with regulations,

and can reduce the need to take paper-based documents.

Know Your Customer For Mr John Smith
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We have found a name and
address match on the Electoral
Roll.

We have found 1 credit
agreement assigned to the
subject at the search address.

We have found a name and
address match in the BT
database.

We could not find a name and
address match in the Registry
Trust database.



Identity
We have found 1 result that
proves the identity of the subject.

Please note that credit agreements may

include credit cards, bank accounts,

mortgages, loans, telecoms, and utilities.

Factor Result

Is there a date of birth match on the Electoral
Roll?

This indicates whether the subject and their date of

birth have been found on the Full Electoral Register,

including the Rolling Register.

Is there a date of birth match in the credit
data?

Credit accounts attached to the subject and their

date of birth are considered positive, regardless of

their status, as they confirm their identity.

Are they present on the BT telephone
database?

A check is made on the BT 118 500 Directory

(including the Ex Directory) to confirm the identity

based on the telephone number provided.

Alerts
We could not find any alerts
when searching for the subject.

Factor Result

Do they appear in the HM Treasury Sanctions?

This alert is triggered if we have found a match on a

UN, EU or UK sanctions list. This would class the

subject as a high-risk individual.

Do they appear on the HALO list?

This checks the register of deceased individuals for a

name and date of birth match.

Do they appear on the OFAC list?

This alert is triggered when we have found a match in

the Office of Foreign Assets Control list, which details

individuals currently under economic and trade

sanctions.

For any further assistance, please don't hesitate to contact us. Phone us at 0330 088 3774, or email us at enquiries@rent4sure.co.uk

© 2021 Rent4sure Ltd. This Know Your Customer service is to be used as part of your usual pre-tenancy procedures. The service is designed to assist you, but you are still responsible for
obtaining and verifying photographic identity. The contents of this report are protected under the Data Protection Act. Failure to safeguard personal data can lead to prosecution. Please keep

this report in a secure place and destroy it once it has been used for the purpose for which it was intended. Should you be unsure of your data protection responsibilities, please email us at
enquiries@rent4sure.co.uk. Further queries relating to this report should be directed to the Rent4sure Service Team.

The information collated in this report has been provided by third parties. Rent4sure Ltd has not and cannot verify the accuracy of the information provided by third parties. The report is not, nor
is intended to be, conclusive evidence as to any persons’ suitability to rent a property. You must make your own decision based on your own assessment of the tenant and/or guarantor and any
other information that you consider relevant in the circumstances. Rent4sure Ltd does not and cannot guarantee or warrant that the tenant and/or the guarantor will at any time comply with any
terms of the tenancy agreement. Rent4sure Ltd shall not be liable for any loss or damage suffered or incurred by any person (whether directly or indirectly) as a result of or in connection with a

tenant and/or guarantor failing to comply with any terms of the tenancy agreement. You acknowledge that letting a property carries commercial risk and as such, we recommend that you
purchase appropriate insurance to protect against rent arrears, damage to the property and legal expenses associated with the eviction of a tenant. This report has been provided subject to our

terms and conditions (a copy of which can be found here: https://rent4sure.co.uk/files/legal/Agent_Registration_Terms_And_Conditions.pdf).

We could not find a date of
birth match on the Electoral
Roll.

We have found a date of birth
match in the credit data.

We could not find any
telephone match in the BT
database.

We could not find a match in
the HM Treasury Sanctions.

We could not find a match on
the HALO list.

We could not find a match on
the OFAC list.
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